PAPER SOFTWARE
Paper Software Releases New Features to
Turner
Powerful contract drafting application for Mac now offers multiple document
editors to further streamline contract creation and review
NEW YORK, October 26, 2016 – Paper Software, developers of powerful applications for
creating and analyzing contracts, today announces a major upgrade to Turner, a fullfeatured document editor that makes creating and analyzing contracts more accurate
and efficient than ever before. Designed exclusively for Apple’s industry-leading Mac
computers, Turner offers automatic proofreading, AI-powered document importing,
streamlined navigation tools, powerful search features, intuitive editing tools, and much
more.
Turner’s latest version introduces the Assistant Editor, a simple and elegant way to work
with many parts of a contract at the same time. With the Assistant Editor, you can easily
review different parts of a contract side by side, move text from one part of a contract
to another, find words and phrases in one part of a contract while making changes in
another, and much more.
“We originally brought Turner to the legal industry more than a year ago, and we have
continuously been listening to our users and adding features to make Turner exactly
what they need,” said Benjamin Whetsell, co-founder of Paper Software. “This product,
along with its Windows companion Contract Tools, offers unrivaled power and efficiency,
and we know this new feature brings Turner to the next level.”
To learn more about Turner and get a free trial, visit papersoftware.com.

About Paper Software
Paper Software (papersoftware.com) was founded in 2010 when brothers Benjamin
Whetsell, a lawyer, and Nathan Whetsell, a computer engineer, saw a need to streamline
contract creation and analysis. The company has developed Turner for Mac and Contract
Tools for Windows PCs, both powerful tools for creating and analyzing contracts.
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